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A list of movies with LDS themes. More film titles can be found by searching the library catalog under the
subject “LDS Films.”

FEATURE FILMS
PASSAGE TO ZARAHEMLA
Call #: DVD ADVENTURE Passage

Place hold

Kerra McConnell and her brother Brock embark upon an extraordinary time-travel
adventure, leaving the modern world and landing in the middle of a massive battle
between an ancient American tribe, the Nephites, and a group of sorcerers known as
the robbers of Gadianton.

ANXIOUSLY ENGAGED
Call #: DVD COMEDIES Anxiously

Place hold

When Carson Wells decides to marry Lucy Armstrong, her grandfather won’t permit
the nuptials until Carson first finds a husband for Lucy’s older (and much more
sensible) older sister.

THE DANCE
Call #: DVD COMEDIES Dance

Place hold

A romantic comedy about three couples in different stages of love and life who come
together at a singles dance. As the music plays on, these couples delve a little deeper
into their hearts to reveal the steps they need to take in their relationships.

MIDWAY TO HEAVEN
Call #: DVD COMEDIES Midway

Place hold

Years after his wife dies, Ned Stevens still cringes at the thought of dating other
women. After all, why would he start dating again when he still has to look out for
his daughter Liz? But when Liz comes home from college, she brings a surprise
guest who will throw Ned for a loop.

SONS OF PROVO
Call #: DVD COMEDIES Sons

Place hold

Everclean, a semi-talented Mormon pop group, tours the state of Utah on a wave of
popularity in this behind-the-scenes “mockumentary.” Check out the sequel, Sons of
Provo: Confidential.
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17 MIRACLES
Call #: DVD DRAMAS Seventeen

Place hold

As part of the Willie Handcart Company, Levi Savage feared that leaving late in the
season would lead to despair and death. What he learned was that for every tragedy
comes a multitude of miracles. Based on true accounts.

THE BOOK OF JER3MIAH. SEASON ONE
Call #: DVD DRAMAS Jere3miah

Place hold

When college freshman Jeremiah Whitney accepts the charge of a mysterious
Mesoamerican box, it makes him the target of a terrifying conspiracy. As he tries to
uncover the truth about the box, more questions arise and the stakes get higher.

DIANTHA’S CROSSING
Call #: DVD DRAMAS Diantha’s

Place hold

As the Saints in Salt Lake City prepare to abandon the city by order of President
Young in 1858, Diantha makes her preparations. But just as she prepares to leave,
she witnesses the mistreatment and abandonment of an expectant mother.

EMMA SMITH: MY STORY
Call #: DVD DRAMAS Emma

Place hold

By the side of the founder of a new faith stood an elect lady of undeniable courage.
From Emma’s point of view, we see the events that molded the wife of the Prophet
Joseph Smith into a strong and compassionate woman.

EPHRAIM’S RESCUE
Call #: DVD DRAMAS Ephraim’s

Place hold

By listening to and following his heart, Ephraim Hanks finds his way in life and
eventually provides relief and rescue to the suffering Martin Handcart Company.
Based on a true story.

THE ERRAND OF ANGELS
Call #: DVD DRAMAS Errand

Place hold

Enthusiastic missionary Rachel Taylor arrives at the Austria Vienna Mission
determined to change the world, but soon discovers that it will take more than hard
work and optimism if she hopes to make a difference.

JOSEPH SMITH: PLATES OF GOLD
Call #: DVD DRAMAS Joseph

Place hold

At only 21 years of age, Joseph Smith Jr. received a prophetic revelation that he was
to translate ancient scripture into what would be published as the Book of Mormon.
But his calling is not without turmoil and sacrifice for both Joseph and his young
bride, Emma.
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THE LETTER WRITER
Call #: DVD DRAMAS Letter

Place hold

When Maggy Fuller receives a letter in the mail from an unknown source, she can't
imagine who would say so many wonderful things about her. So she tracks down the
mysterious author and uncovers someone she has never met—but someone who
seems to know her better than anyone else in her life.

ONCE UPON A SUMMER
Call #: DVD DRAMAS Once

Place hold

Two best friends reconnect after years apart, only to discover each faces a
devastating series of hardships. Looking to their past to face the present, the two
friends must find the strength to overcome the challenges in their lives with the faith
that inspired them as children.

ONE GOOD MAN
Call #: DVD DRAMAS One

Place hold

Aaron Young is a good man. But when he suddenly faces new challenges at work, at
home, and in church, he is put to the test. Can he rise to the occasion and help the
people closest to him?

ONE MAN’S TREASURE
Call #: DVD DRAMAS One
Elder Johnson is a by-the-book missionary while his companion Elder Sarath is laidback. A chance discovery of an old journal leads the Elders on a treasure hunt.

Place hold

RESCUED
Call #: DVD DRAMAS Rescued
Between the so-called restrictions of her faith and the so-called freedom of the world,
Megan Hughes favors the world. Things change drastically, however, when her plane
crashes on a business trip.

Place hold

RESISTANCE MOVEMENT
Call #: DVD DRAMAS Resistance
The true story of three young LDS men—Helmuth Hübener, Rudi Wobbe, and KarlHeinz Schnibbe—as they are driven to tell the truth when they discover the Nazi
regime is lying to the German people.

Place hold

STAND STRONG
Call #: DVD DRAMAS Strong
Matt Webster measures his success by his possessions. Through a series of financial
and family crises, Matt and his family are stripped of all they own and are humbled
enough to learn what success is really all about.

Place hold
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TURN AROUND
Call #: DVD DRAMAS Turn

Place hold

Sara is at the top of her game while Colton is at the bottom. But when he's partying
one night, Colton ends up in a car wreck with Sara, and goes through an experience
that changes him.

THE WORK AND THE GLORY
Call #: DVD DRAMAS Work

Place hold

When the Steed family moves to upstate New York in the early 1800s, they
unwittingly settle in a town in a religious uproar, and their new hired help, Joseph
Smith, appears to be at the center of it. Sequels are The Work and the Glory:
American Zion and The Work and the Glory III: A House Divided.

NONFICTION
FAMILY NIGHT WITH JOHN BYTHEWAY
Call #: DVD 289 Bytheway
Seventeen episodes designed to supplement family gospel lessons, including topics
such as Attitude, Obedience, Morality, Popularity/Respect, and Worthy Music.

Place hold

FRONT MAN: THE ALEX BOYE STORY
Call #: DVD 289 Front

Place hold

This compelling documentary tells Alex's story of poverty and homelessness, his
conversion to the LDS church, the power of music in his life, and the path that led
him to being one of the most dynamic and influential members of the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir and an award-winning solo recording artist.

HISTORY OF THE SAINTS: GATHERING TO THE WEST
Call #: DVD 289 History

Place hold

This documentary series chronicles the history of the Church from the martyrdom of
the Prophet Joseph Smith to the first Mormon pioneer company's arrival in the Salt
Lake valley. Check out the rest of the series: Building Zion and The Remarkable
Journey of the Mormon Battalion.

MESSIAH: BEHOLD THE LAMB OF GOD
Call #: DVD 289 Messiah

Place hold

Follow scholars as they walk the roads He walked, examining all facets of the
Savior's existence - from His premortal ministry to His death and resurrection, to the
restoration of His Church and His latter-day reign.

THE REAL LIFE SINGLES WARD
Call #: DVD 289 Real

Place hold

Everyone has a dating story! Some are good, some are bad, and some are a bit ugly.
Members of LDS Church share their real life experiences— both hilarious and
heartfelt—in the pursuit of finding that special someone.
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SUPERSONIC SAINTS
Call #: DVD 289 Supersonic
Airplane fans loved the gripping stories found in the Supersonic books. Now, some
of the most memorable, thrilling, and faith-promoting stories are shared firsthand by
the very pilots who lived them.

Place hold

WHEN THE WHITE HOUSE COMES TO ZION
Call #: DVD 289 When
Two documentary programs relating the events that brought American presidents
from Ulysses S. Grant to Barack Obama to the Zion of the West.

Place hold

PASSAGES
Call #: DVD 910.916 Passages

Place hold

True stories of faith, hope, and survival are illustrated with archival film,
photographs, dramatic re-creations, and music from the period to tell a few of the
personal stories connected with the maiden voyage of Titanic.
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